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Welcome to Twin Vee
The Goal of any Great Company is to create a product or service that exceeds the expectations 
of their customers while exciting imaginations. Design, Innovation, Quality and Affordability 
are what Matters in Business and TWIN VEE POWERCATS is leading the way with the Twin Hull 
Technology Revolution.

Two Years ago, I changed my life’s direction by acquiring a boat manufacturer.  While I knew Twin Vee was a popular, efficient, and an affordable brand 

- what I came to realize over the past couple of years was the real asset of Twin Vee was its customers.  Twin Vee owners don’t float from brand to brand, 

but have a passionate and dedicated belief in Dual Hull Technology. Cat owners intellectually understand why a dual hull boat is a superior boating 

experience - from more deck space, better fuel efficiency, less draft, more stability, less rocking, superior wave and wake cutting technology and safer 

water access for divers and children. 

Adding different colors or changing upholstery is not enough for a discerning customer to transition to a new brand of boat.  As a company, you must 

constantly evolve and improve on your products. At Twin Vee, our push forward with technology, engineers, and craftspeople are innovating and 

designing the Next Generation of Power Catamarans. “The Best Riding Boats on the Water” on our business card, website, and brochure is not a cute 

marketing slogan, but demonstrates the highest and greatest goal of our company in designing and building the “best in class” boats.  

It is my belief that Twin Hull Technology is revolutionizing the consumer and pro offshore market. We already know that dual hull boats are the norm 

with transport, recreation, racing, and the exploding pontoon market. Why is that? Are dual hull boats less expensive to manufacture?  Are they easier 

to build? The answer is simple: catamarans cost more to design, more to build, and catamarans cost much more to market. A fiberglass catamaran 

boat is more complicated to design and requires a higher level of experienced boat builders to execute the lamination, assembly, and rigging process 

compared to other boats.  However, a quality catamaran will hold its value much more in the resale market. I have seen some of our customers re-power 

their Twin Vee’s four to six times with new motors. I have met with Twin Vee owners that have purchased their sixth, seventh, and eighth Twin Vee. I have 

had the pleasure of meeting the children that grew up fishing, diving, and enjoying family time on a Twin Vee and now follow their parents in purchasing 

their own Twin Vee.  

To all of our loyal customers and future Twin Vee owners, I make you this commitment and promise. “The Best Riding Boat on the Water” is not only our 

Core Belief as a boat builder, but it’s our Company Mantra. We know there are thousands of boat manufactures to choose from and we take your 

ownership and loyalty to our products very seriously. Team Twin Vee will continue to Strive for Excellence in product design, quality, and safety for you, 

your family, and your friends. Go Fish, Go Friends, Go Family, Go Fuel Efficient, and GO have FUN. 

- Joseph Visconti, President, Twin Vee PowerCats
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Twin Hull Technology.
Twice the Benefits.
Twin Vee, the best riding boat on the water, 
offers clear advantages over mono-hulled 
boats:

It’s seaworthy - The narrow, twin hulls cut through waves like a knife, 

instead of bouncing on the waves like wide mono-hulls. Offering 

a smooth, dry ride, Twin Vees tend to stay in the direction they’re 

pointed, especially in rough seas and easily cut through wakes.

It’s stable - The widely spaced hulls offer superior stability because 

the buoyancy is distributed to the outside edges, unlike precariously 

centered mono-hulls.

It’s cost efficient - Producing about one-third the drag of a mono-

hull, the Twin Vee has better fuel efficiency. Using less power, it can 

maintain the equivalent cruising speed of a mono-hull, allowing you 

to purchase smaller engines – a big cost savings.

It’s safe - The twin-engine versions can get up to cruising speed even 

on one engine, so you can quickly return to the dock in the event of 

an engine failure.

It’s maneuverable - The motors can be cross-clutched to turn the 

boat within its own length while docking and can also execute tight, 

stable turns, even at full speed.

Twin Hull.  
Twice the Fun.
As at-home on the bay fishing in shallow 
water, as offshore deep-sea fishing. 
As safe snuggled up on a sandbar, as 
cutting through rough seas. Nothing 
offers the versatility of a Twin Vee.

Perfect for both the serious fisherman or recreational boater, 

the Twin Vee offers the best of both worlds. The wider beam 

provides more usable deck space for your fellow fisherman, 

friends or family. The shallow draft lets you maneuver close to 

sandbars and shore; while a mono-hull would typically run 

aground. Get up tight to shore so kids can get easily off and 

on the boat when spending a day at the beach or snorkeling 

off a sandbar. There’s no limit to the enjoyment you’ll have with 

your Twin Vee.

Counter-rotating hydro-vortexes created by the 
OceanCat 310 SE’s meticulously designed twin hulls 
insure that it is The Best Riding Boat on the Water.™

Images may represent Twin Vee models with added features.
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Hand-built by 
Marine Craftsmen
Twin Vee’s experienced and dedicated 
employees lavish a great deal of 
attention to detail on every Twin Vee 
PowerCat before it leaves the factory.

The gunnels receive the most abuse over the life of a boat. 

Twin Vee’s unique rolled gunnel construction seamlessly 

connects the cap across the entire hull with structural 

bonding adhesive and stainless steel through-bolts to 

create a single, strong uni-body structure. Twin Vee hulls 

are constructed very much like large rigid life preservers. 

After rigging tubes are in place, the sponsons are filled with 

closed-cell foam and sealed against water entry by the Fab 

Deck, which is solidly connected to and directly supported 

by the tunnel of the twin hulls. Twin Vee hulls are also self-

bailing, allowing water to flow out the stern of the boat in 

extreme conditions. These features make Twin Vee boats 

durable for a lifetime and essentially unsinkable.

The Twin Vee manufacturing process begins with hand-laid, 

solid-laminated fiberglass hulls designed and constructed 

for solid durability, but the quality doesn’t stop there. Twin 

Vee uses only top marine suppliers and specifies all fittings, 

standard equipment and accessories for strength and 

resistance to corrosion.

Twin Vee PowerCats, Inc. has been manufacturing its unique 

power catamarans in Florida for 23 years. In 1997, Twin Vee 

moved from Miami to Ft. Pierce, Florida, a town with a long 

tradition in the marine industry. The company was purchased 

in 2015 by Joseph Visconti and now trades under the symbol 

TVPC. Twin Vee PowerCats, Inc., regularly makes significant 

investments into new technology that augments the 

company’s traditional hand-built process.

Twin Vee recently invested in an industrial grade 35-foot 

overhead five-axis computer numerical control (“CNC”) 

router capable of milling a 45-foot plug for new models.  Twin 

Vee utilizes the CNC router to manufacture high quality plugs 

and molds to help bring new boats to market in less time and 

with less cost to the Company.  The CNC machine is currently 

milling several new boats, including the 230 center console 

and the 230 dual-console Italia.
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Three Different Twin Vee 
Model Packages to Fit 
Your Needs: 
Twin Vee understands that no two boat owners 
are exactly the same. To ensure that everyone has 
the opportunity to purchase the kind of boat they 
want, Twin Vee offers three different types of model 
packages for its customers:

PRO Model: Twin Vee’s Pro Model is intended for the fisher that knows what they 

want in their boat. Offering flexibility in design, Pro Model boats allow customers 

to build their boat from the ground up. These boats are customizable dreams that 

can be designed for water recreation, fishing, transportation, or a combination of 

all three! Craft the kind of boat you want and leave the rest out.

GF Model: The GF Model is Twin Vee’s latest line of products. The “GF” stands for 

several philosophies that Twin Vee’s customers find important in their boats: go fish; 

go family; go far; go fun; and go fuel efficient. With these philosophies in mind, Twin 

Vee has engineered a new line of boats aimed at a larger market.  Whether you 

are a new boat owner hoping not to pay too much for fuel, an experienced fisher 

needing enough room and storage capacity to bring in the big catch, or a family 

simply looking to partake in some fun on the water, the GF Model comes with what 

you need at a great price. 

SE Model: The SE Model is the luxury edition of Twin Vee’s product line. These 

robust and pre-packaged boats are ideal for those looking for a high-end boating 

experience. Offered at the 26 foot and 31 foot boat lengths, the SE Model is 

perfect for riding the water in style!

350 Hydrofoil Model Shown

BayCat 190 Pro

OceanCat 260 GF

OceanCat 260 SE
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center console boat, the 
BAYCAT 220 GF offers 
exemplary performance 
and stability for a price that’s 
surprisingly affordable.

The BayCat 220 has a draft of only 10 inches 

and yet large boat wakes and heavy chop 

are no match for its twin hulls. The 220 is 

incredibly versatile for water-skiing, snorkeling, 

fishing or comfortable, dry transportation 

— a true go anywhere, do anything boat. 
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be our smallest boat but it 
delivers a lot of hassle-free fun 
and boating performance for 
a great price.

Twin Vee originally built its smooth riding 

reputation with small boats like the BayCat 

170. The 170’s PowerCat hull eats waves for 

lunch and delivers a dry smooth ride that 

offers distinct improvements in stability, safety 

and handling over mono-hulled bay boats.

The BAYCAT 190 GF, with its 
twin PowerCat hull, is ideal 
for light fishing, snorkeling, 
and water sports.

Get there safely and in dry comfort. The 

low drag coefficient of the BayCat 190 hull 

means you get lots of zippy performance 

with a single Suzuki 90HP, 115HP or 140HP 

motor, so the 190 is surprisingly affordable 

and economical to operate.

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: 60 HP Motor

Hull Draft (motor up): 9”

Hull Draft (motor down): 21” 

Clearance w/Hardtop (from waterline): 7”

Fuel Capacity: 20 Gallons

Livewell Capacity: 11 Gallons

Steering: Cable

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: 175 HP Motor

Hull Draft (motors up): 10”

Hull Draft (motors down): 26” 

Clearance w/Hardtop (from waterline): 7’ 8” 

Fuel Capacity: 36 Gallons

Fresh Water Capacity: 6 Gallons

Livewell Capacity: 30 or 50 Gallons

Steering: Balanced Hydraulic

Top Speed MPH: 41.8

Range: 158 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3500 RPM/4.89 
MPG

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: 140 HP Motor

Hull Draft (motors up): 10”

Fuel Capacity: 36 Gallons

Livewell Capacity: 32 Gallons

Steering: Hydraulic

Images may represent Twin Vee models with added features. Images may represent Twin Vee models with added features.

Tested with Suzuki DF150TX Motor

LOA

16’ 10”

BEAM

5’ 10”

HULL NET WEIGHT

925 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

9”

TRANSOM

20”

LOA

18’ 8”

BEAM

7’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

1950 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

10”

TRANSOM

25”

LOA

22’ 0”

BEAM

7’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

2370 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

10”

TRANSOM

25”
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The OceanCat 225 GF. 
Top-notch performance, 
affordable price.

The entry model in the OceanCat class 

of boats, the 225 GF offers open sea 

accessibility at a reasonable price.  

Brimming with standard features and 

amenities, the OceanCat 225 GF boasts 

a center console with a molded and 

insulated fishbox, a 32-gallon livewell, 

rod holders, storage, drop-in backrest, 

and a high-grade aluminum T-Top.

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: 140 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 12”

Fuel Capacity: 94 Gallons

Fresh Water Capacity: Optional

Livewell Capacity: 32 Gallons

Steering: Hydraulic Twin Ram

LOA

22’

BEAM

8’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

2800 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

12”

TRANSOM

25”
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OceanCat 260 GFH
The OceanCat 260 GF-H 
Hybrid is the perfect 
fusion of the OceanCat 
260 GF-H’s hull and the 
console, seating, and 
coffin box from the smaller 
OceanCat 225 GF-H.

This transformative boat allows for 

greater room for fishability and more 

deck space for your friends and family 

(as well as your catch)!

OceanCat 260 GF-H

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: Twin 200 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 14”

Fuel Capacity: 138 Gallons

Fresh Water Capacity: Optional

Livewell Capacity: 50 Gallons

Steering: Hydraulic Twin Ram

Top Speed MPH: 46.1

Range: 342 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3001 RPM/2.75 
MPG

Tested with Suzuki DF150TX/Z Twin Motors

LOA

25’ 6”

BEAM

8’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

3260 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

14”

TRANSOM

25”
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With its PowerCat hulls, 
the OceanCat 260 GF 
handles the open seas like 
a much larger boat.

The new OceanCat 260 GF is the boat of 

choice for any family that wants to “Go 

Fish” in a spacious 26-footer. A perfect 

example of what the “GF” line of boats 

represents, the OceanCat 260 GF takes 

full advantage of our Twin Vee dual 

hull by combining it with a deck plan 

focused on fishability.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: Twin 200 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 14”

Fuel Capacity: 138 Gallons

Fresh Water Capacity: Optional

Livewell Capacity: 50 Gallons

Steering: Hydraulic Twin Ram

Top Speed MPH: 46.1

Range: 342 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3000 RPM/2.75 
MPG

Tested with Suzuki DF150TX/Z Twin Motors

LOA

25’ 6”

BEAM

8’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

3260 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

14”

TRANSOM

25”
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Exuma is perfect for 
navigating shallows and 
reefs, and yet can easily 
handle rough seas when 
tropical squalls blow up.

World famous Exuma tour guide Captain 

Jerry Lewless is our most successful Twin 

Vee dealer, so we are introducing the 

new OceanCat 260 Exuma model in his 

honor with a large Bimini top, bow rails 

and more versatile deck space — just 

how islanders like them.

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: Twin 200 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 14”

Fuel Capacity: 138 Gallons

Fresh Water Capacity: 6 Gallons

Steering: Hydraulic Twin Ram

Top Speed MPH: 46.1

Range: 342 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3000 RPM/2.75 
MPG

Tested with Suzuki DF150TX/Z Twin Motors

LOA

25’ 6”

BEAM

8’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

3260 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

14”

TRANSOM

25”
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delivers stability and wave 
handling that outperforms 
larger watercraft, 
especially on open seas.

It was already our most popular model, 

but for 2018 we have packed it with 

more storage, top-grade marine 

upholstery and a ton of new features — 

and still kept it affordably priced.

OceanCat 260 SE
SPORTS EDITION

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: Twin 200 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 14”

Hull Draft (motors down): 29” 

Clearance w/Hardtop (from waterline):  
7’ 8” w/o outriggers, 8.4” w/outriggers

Fuel Capacity: 138 Gallons

Fresh Water Capacity: 6 Gallons

Livewell Capacity: 30 or 50 Gallons

Steering: Balanced Hydraulic

Top Speed MPH: 48

Range: 357 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3000 RPM/2.87 
MPG
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Tested with Suzuki DF200APX Twin Motors

LOA

25’ 6”

BEAM

8’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

3260 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

14”

TRANSOM

25”
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SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: Twin 300 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 16”

Fuel Capacity: 240 Gallons

Fresh Water Capacity: 6 Gallons

Livewell Capacity: 50 Gallons

Steering: Hydraulic twin ram with tilt helm

Top Speed MPH: 55.1

Range: 406 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3500 RPM/1.91 
MPG

OceanCat 310 GF
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F The OceanCat 310 GF is 

the perfect solution when 
size matters.

The OceanCat 310 GF is the most 

affordable off shore, deep sea fishing 

platform available on the market today. 

Equipped with twin 300 HP motors 

that are mounted on Twin Vee’s well-

renowned twin hulls, the OceanCat 310 

GF offers an unparalleled stable ride.

LOA

31’ 0”

BEAM

9’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

4800 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

14”

TRANSOM

30”

Tested with Suzuki DF300APXAPXX Twin Motors
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LOA

31’ 0”

BEAM

9’ 6”

HULL NET WEIGHT

4800 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

14”

TRANSOM

30”
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SE offers freedom of 
movement — ideal for 
sport fishing and plenty of 
room for the whole family.

The OceanCat 310 SE’s solid, hand-

laminated multi-hull slices through heavy 

chop and large wakes like they aren’t 

even there, yet reduces roll when trolling 

and drifting. Twin Vee’s unique foam-

filled, self-bailing multi-hull design is safe, 

versatile and easy to operate.

OceanCat 310 SE
SPORTS EDITION

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: Twin 300 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 16”

Fuel Capacity: 480 Gallons

Livewell Capacity: 50 Gallons

Steering: Hydraulic twin ram with tilt helm

Top Speed MPH: 55.1

Range: 406 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3500 RPM/1.91 
MPG

Tested with Suzuki DF300APXAPXX Twin Motors
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LOA

35’ 10”

BEAM

11’ 10”

HULL NET WEIGHT

8710 LBS

DRAFT MOTORS UP

16”

TRANSOM

25”

The OceanCat 360 GF 
offers the ultimate Twin Vee 
for fishing and recreation.

Our largest boat model, the 360 SE, is the 

Twin Vee with the most freeboard and the 

broadest beam. Yet, with its PowerCat 

twin hull efficiency, this top-of-the-line 

boat is extremely quick and responsive. 

We’ve configured the 360 GF as an ideal 

trailerable open tournament fishing boat 

that also has plenty of comfort, amenities 

and dockside appeal for entertaining 

family and friends.

OceanCat 360 GF

SPECIFICATIONS

Max HP: Twin 350 HP Motors

Hull Draft (motors up): 16”

Fuel Capacity: 300 Gallons

Top Speed MPH: 50.2

Range: 460 Miles

Best Cruising/Fuel Efficiency: 3000 RPM/1.70 
MPG

Tested with Suzuki DF350ATX Twin Motors
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Commercial Cats 360 
Nothing tests the mettle of 
a boat like being on the job.
Twin Vee is proud to have built special project boats for many marine enterprises. They help make feature 

films, guide tours, support law enforcement, transport crews and more. Getting the job done starts with 

Twin Vee PowerCat’s stability, durability, smooth ride and cost efficiency.
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Introducing the new 230 
model line. A versatile crossover 
watercraft that will be ideal 
for water recreation, pleasure 
boating, fishing, and much more.

Northern Italy is famous for the impeccable 

design and craftsmanship of the beautiful Riva 

speedboats from the 1950s. By choosing the 

name “Italia” for Twin Vee’s new 23-foot dual-

console project, the company has intentionally 

set the bar high to build an “American Dream 

Boat” that pays homage to this great design 

heritage, but also offers pure fun on the water 

at a great price. The 230 Italia will be a first-of-

its-kind versatile crossover watercraft. Powered 

by a single 200HP motor, the wave cutting, yet 

shallow-draft Italia will be ideal for watersports, 

pleasure boating, fishing, relaxing on island and 

sandbar beachheads and ship to shore transport.

The 230 Italia’s wide power catamaran beam 

offers a unique opportunity for a dual-console 

configuration with roomy ergonomics. The Italia 

will feature seating that transforms via precision-

guided seatbacks and bolsters into beautifully 

upholstered platforms and an aft daybed. Twin 

Vee’s flawlessly molded non-skid surfaces will offer 

safe and easy entry, including from an open aft 

platform with starboard side entry.

Like all Twin Vee’s, the Italia will offer an incredibly 

smooth ride, no matter what the surface conditions.
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OceanCat 230 CC

OceanCat 230 DC

OceanCat 230 CC
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TWIN VEE POWERCATS, INC.
3101 South US Highway 1
Fort Pierce, Florida 34982
www.twinvee.com • sales@twinvee.com
Phone: 772.429.2525 • Fax: 772.429.2590


